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Abstract 
The assessment of quality of soil maps can be seen from the producers and the users perspective. 
Producers perspectives have led to several measures of accuracy and precision that describe the 
intrinsic quality of the produces soil map and information system. These are described in some detail. 
In conclusion, it seems that adequate measures lack to detect and quantify logical inconsistencies as 
resulting from joining and harmonisation of existing maps. Additionally, indicators need to be 
developed that assess the semantic quality of maps while accounting for the taxonomic distance 
between the map units. Users perspectives lead to a different view on map quality. Some minimal data 
sets of error are proposed that will enable users to incorporate soil map uncertainty into their 
applications.   
 
1. Introduction 
More than half a century of soil inventories has resulted in a great amount of soil data sets, 
collected and presented in various ways via maps and soil information systems. During this period, 
mapping scales varied, mapping methods changed and mapped areas increased. The resulting 
conglomerate of soil information systems is being used for a wide range of applications. This opens 
the question of quality assessment, since ignoring uncertainties associated with the soil data sets in 
interpretations, may lead to wrong decisions and will also reduce the confidence in soil scientists 
(Fisher, 1999).  
This recognition has lead to studies on the issue of uncertainty in the context of geographical 
information systems. Zhang and Goodchild (2002) used the term uncertainty as an umbrella for the 
distinct terms error, randomness and vagueness. The spatio-temporal soil system that we try to 
understand and describe during the soil mapping process, is associated with randomness, if only 
because we do not fully understand it and cannot completely measure it. The descriptive model for this 
system (i.e., the combination of the data acquisition, the derived conceptual model and the applied 
map inference methods) is associated with error and vagueness, depending on the type of chosen 
model and its methods.  
Quality in relation to cartography has been defined as (Moellering, 1987) the suitability of the 
data for the intended use. Others (e.g., Forbes et al., 1982) use terms like adequacy and fitness for 
use to describe the quality of soil resource inventories. These approaches have in common that quality 
is made dependent on the intended use of the inventoried data, which is seldom single-purpose. Any 
usage of soil resource data is associated with a characteristic sensitivity of the application to variation, 
due to errors in these data. The same error in basic soil data will cause different uncertainties in 
different applications (e.g., Finke et al., 1996), and thus the usage aspect of quality is in practice a 
variable. One objective of this paper is therefore to indicate some methods to assess the impact of the 
quality of soil mapping to applications.  
Other aspects of quality are constant for the inventory considered because they directly apply 
to the data. Since 2002, an ISO standard for describing the quality of geographic data exists (ISO 
19133), based on a conceptualisation of clear and identifiable objects. Fisher (2003; Table 1) 
introduced similarities between uncertainty terms and data quality components, while stressing the 
limitations of the ISO-standard for indeterminate objects. Apparently, the list of data quality 
components does not reflect all perceived modes of uncertainty and vice versa. Furthermore, 
indicators of quality are often associated with the methods applied to map soils. Another objective of 
this paper is therefore to give some quality measures associated to different methods of soil mapping 
and to different aspects of quality. 
In comparison to traditional soil mapping methods, modern predictive methods are better 
defined, documented and thus less depent on the individual surveyor’s style. Also, modern methods 
come often with an indication of quality. This leads to two questions that deserve elaboration: 
1. Do we expect modern predictive soil maps to be more accurate than conventional soil maps? 
2. Do we need new ways of assessing quality? 
 
2. Assessment of intrinsic quality of soil resource data 
2.1 Notions and definitions 
Throughout this paper the notions of accuracy and precision will be used. The definitions, put 
in the context of soil mapping, are (after Burrough, 1990): 
Accuracy: The degree of conformity of the soil map with reality; 
Precision: The measure of uncertainty associated with the set of procedures used to map the reality. 
Accuracy measurements are taken to (in-) validate the soil map and should be independently 
collected. Precision measures often come as a by-product from the (predictive) soil mapping method 
and give some kind of prediction error. Below I will summarise, with reference, some accuracy and 
precision measures for the components of soil data quality of Table 1.  
 
2.2 Positional Quality 
Positional quality refers to several aspects of the geo-referencing and topology of the soil map. 
A distinction is made between the positional quality that is reflected in the intricacy of the geographic 
patterns and the one that is associated with the positioning and widths of individual soil boundaries. 
 
2.2.1 Effective map scale 
The effective map scale is a precision measure that demonstrates if the intricacy of the 
patterns depicted on the soil map corresponds to the presentation scale. The effective scale number 
ESN of a map extent is calculated as (after Forbes et al., 1982): 
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where Aj is the area of the j th polygon and m the total number of (complete, soil) polygons within the 
map extent, MLD is the factor by which the scale of the map could be reduced before the average 
polygon area would equal the smallest legible area on the map (MLD is usually set to 0.4 cm2), and 
NSN is the nominal scale number. The number “4” certifies that the average polygon area is four times 
the MLD when the presentation scale is equal to the effective scale. 
 
2.2.2 Location and width of soil boundaries 
The location of map boundaries is associated with uncertainty because of positional error, 
digitising error and the artificiality of many boundaries. The uncertainty with respect to the location of 
soil boundaries can be expressed in various ways. In case ground truth is available (a control soil 
mapping with the same map legend but at a more detailed scale), the accuracy measure Area of 
Disagreement (AD) can be counted, which is the intersection between the coverage of the evaluated 
map and the control map. Such control soil mapping may be a physiographic landform map derived 
from DEM (Hengl, 2003, p.171), if it is certain that all soil polygon boundaries should be physiographic 
boundaries as well. The positional accuracy of the delineation (PAd) can then be calculated as: 
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where l is the boundary length of the delineation on the soil map, and l’ is the boundary length of the 
delineation on the control map. 
Vice versa, if an estimate of the positional accuracy is available, e.g., because it has been 
measured in transects, so called Epsilon bands (Chrisman, 1982) can be constructed to indicate areas 
around boundaries that are uncertain. The summed-up areas of the epsilon bands as percentage of 
the map area then indicate the AD.  
Ideally, mapped soil boundaries are situated at the location where the highest rate of change 
occurs (Burrough, 1990) in those soil properties that define the soil map unit. The width of the 
boundary could then be defined as the distance along the gradient of change where a predefined 
minimal rate of change is exceeded. In case a fuzzy soil map is available, a precision measure for the 
boundary width of the derived defuzzified soil map units can be calculated using the membership 
gradients of the fuzzy classes on each side of the border of the defuzzified map. Accuracy can be 
calculated along densely sampled transects. In case of traditional soil mapping, Clarke et al. (1991) 
propose recording the estimated boundary width and the rank of the importance of the characteristics 
used to determine the boundary in the field during the mapping. 
 
2.3 Attribute Quality 
The quality of data in soil databases is determined by errors related to the measurement, such 
as the method of analysis and the laboratory. But it may also depend on the currency of the 
measurements, the sampled and analysed volumes and errors introduced during digitisation. 
Uncertainty is usually estimated by some RMSE-measure, sometimes specified for specific 
laboratories or methods of analysis. Values may be high (Van Reeuwijk and Houba, 1998) but are 
often undocumented in soil databases. Estimation of accuracy is not easy since true validation 
samples (with known values) are almost inevitably artificial and values in databases relate to natural 
samples. Storing data on the date of measurement, analysis protocol and laboratory along with the 
analysed data provides at least a framework for the assessment of precision of the data. 
 
2.4 Completeness 
The quality of a soil database is, from the perspective of a user, often determined by its 
completeness, the degree to which the necessary data are present. Many soil databases suffer from 
unsatisfactory completeness, both geographically (data density relative to the map scale) and 
thematically (attribute completeness).  
If there is a clear definition of “necessary data” (which is application dependent), the attribute 
completeness S can simply be counted as an area-weighted data saturation fraction: 
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where Wi is the areal fraction assigned to the ith sample location (e.g., by spatial declustering; Dubois 
and Saisana, 2002), rdata is the number of database fields filled with data and rmis is the number of data 
base fields containing missing data.  
Part of attribute incompleteness can be resolved by estimation through continuous, class or 
taxonomic pedotransfer functions (Wösten et al., 1995; Van Ranst et al., 1995). Nevertheless, these 
approaches often lack an indication of the accuracy of the estimated values, and are often targeted 
towards less easy to measure parameters using basic soil data in the estimation process. To improve 
the completeness of the basic soil data itself, data imputation techniques are available that give an 
estimation error as well. Reference is made to Cohen (1996) and Rubin (1987) for an overview of data 
imputation techniques in monovariate and multivariate cases. Given the current availability of 
interpolation methods that can utilise “soft data”, there is no reason to discard incomplete profile data 
from predictive soil mapping. For the cases with censored data in the database (“deeper than”, “more 
than”), methods are available to make (e.g., maximum likelihood) estimates (Cohen, 1991; Knotters et 
al., 1995). 
 
2.5 Semantic Quality 
The semantic quality of a soil map can be described as the degree of reliability of the map 
legend when field-checked, but also as the degree the map legend maximally mirrors the natural 
variation. The characteristics that identify the legend entity should lie in the appropriate range or have 
the right (thematic) value when checked. Accuracy and precision parameters relating to identifying 
characteristics are described in the next sections. In case of thematic maps, the degree of separation 
between the identifying characteristics between mapping units also defines its semantic quality (e.g., 
Webster and Oliver, 1990), but this will not be treated here.  
Other factors, related to descriptive characteristics, are here considered not to contribute to 
semantic quality. More specifically, the degrees to which legend entities are mutually different and 
internally homogenous with respect to descriptive characteristics do not describe the intrinsic quality of 
the legend. Nevertheless, these factors may dominate the user quality, since SMU resulting from a 
general-purpose mapping may be sub-optimal to serve as geographic building blocks units for specific 
applications if these SMU do poorly explain the deviance of the descriptive characteristics.  
 
2.5.1 Accuracy of thematic maps 
The quality of thematic soil maps can be assessed by a comparison of field observations with 
predictions by the soil map. Such validation results for one soil class at the observation level in either a 
true or a false, and thus the binomial distribution can be used for testing. Ideally, a sample is taken so 
that all occurring soil map classes are visited. The result is stored in a so-called confusion matrix 
(Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994), which is the basis for multinomial testing. A simple example whereby all 
samples are weighted equally is given in Table 3. Weighting can be applied to account for errors that 
are considered less important, e.g. because the two classes involved are considered to be 
taxonomically adjacent. There is no agreement on how such taxonomic weighting should be done. 
The confusion matrix can be used to calculate a number of statistics (symbols are introduced 
in Table 3, values range between 0=poor and 1=excellent): 
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The remote sensing community has developed some alternative statistics, basically with the 
purpose to motivate choices between classification routines. These may be applicable to soil mapping 
since classification of remote sensing and digital elevation data plays an important role in modern soil 
mapping methods. 
Some of the classification accuracy presented in the confusion matrix may be due to chance, because 
some classes may occupy much larger areas than others and thus dominate the validation sample. 
For these circumstances, the kappa statistic (Cohen, 1968) has been developed. Kappa (< 0: the map 
performs worse than randomly distributed classes; 1=excellent) is calculated by:  
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When full-cover mapping is not yet done but the validation sample is already taken, instead of kappa, 
the Tau statistic (Ma and Redmond, 1995; ranges comparable to those of kappa) can be calculated 
using prior probabilities pi of class memberships (e.g. estimated from small-scale soil maps or terrain 
maps): 
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2.5.2 Precision of fuzzy maps 
The maps of the memberships of fuzzy classes can be used to calculate the confusion index (CI) at all 
map pixels or of the map extent, which is a precision measure calculated by the ratio of the first and 
second membership m: 
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CI varies between 0 (no confusion) and 1 (maximal confusion), and can be used to indicate transition 
zones. A weakness of this index is that is accounts only for the membership confusion and not for the 
taxonomic distance between the two fuzzy classes. Hengl et al. (2004) recently proposed a method to 
combine taxonomic distance by colour separation and confusion by whiteness saturation into one map 
colour coding system. 
 
2.5.3 Quality of single value maps 
The quality of single value maps can be expressed by the accuracy measure MSE (Mean Square 
Error) and by comparable precision measures such as PEV (Prediction Error Variance) associated 
with the prediction method (Webster and Oliver, 1990). Additionally, the percentage of variance 
explained can be calculated and the conditional bias (second regression) can be determined. Since 
soil mapping does usually not lead to single value maps, associated quality measures are not 
extensively treated.  
 
2.6 Currency 
The currency of a soil map is a function of its age, because the soil system that it describes or 
the concepts and methods that are used for the description of the soil system may have changed. An 
outdated map needs to be updated but may keep its value as an historical document, e.g. to assess 
historical carbon stocks. The degree of ageing can in some instances be monitored using measures of 
positional or semantic quality. For example, Finke (2000) gives two parameters to assess map quality 
of ground water table class maps in The Netherlands. These parameters are both based on point 
values of a function G that describes the degree to which two ground water fluctuation parameters 
deviate from the definition in the map legend in a particular year. The first parameter is the estimated 
average value of G for a map sheet: 
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where gi is the weight assigned to a point value of G, depending on the sampling design, and all 
weights gi sum up to 1. 
The second parameter is the estimated fraction of the area with strong deviations from the 
map legend: 
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with Ii=1 if Gi1 and Ii=0 if Gi<1. 
MG and FEXG can be monitored through G. In Figure 1 the evolution of MG and FEXG for 
one map sheet is shown. The graph also shows empirically derived threshold quality values to support 
decisions on map updating.  
 
2.7 Logical consistency 
Logical consistency of a soil map means, that no interpretative mistakes have been made in 
the mapping process that are reflected in the final maps. Interpretative mistakes may (e.g.) occur 
during field mapping, generalisation, combination and harmonisation of adjacent maps. It becomes 
more important to assess this type of error when soil information systems obtain a more composite 
nature, as they are developed out of regional existing information systems (Van Engelen and Wen, 
1995; Deckers et al., 1998; Finke et al, 2003; Lambert at al., 2003).  
An example of an inconsistency due to generalisation error is the situation where one Soil Map 
Unit (SMU) at the detailed scale is assigned to 2 SMU that share a boundary at the generalised scale 
(Figure 2).  
Logical inconsistencies may occur as well when results of several mapping projects are 
combined. An example is given in Figure 3, where national boundaries are visible in trans-national soil 
maps (Lambert at al., 2003; European Soil Bureau Network, 2004). These inconsistencies may occur 
for conventional soil maps, where different surveyors may have taken different classification or 
delineation decisions in comparable field situations. It may occur as well in pedometric mapping, when 
clustering methods (e.g., resulting in membership maps derived from fuzzy-k-means classification) 
have been applied, because when training data sets differ, so may the resulting classifications.  
This type of logical inconsistency may be recognised visually in thematic maps, but is not 
easily automatically detected or quantified via precision or accuracy measures. A proposed approach 
is to use a full-coverage landform classification based on a DEM (the classification possibly being 
supervised with Aerial Photo Interpretation; Hengl and Rossiter, 2003) to detect inconsistencies in the 
combined soil maps: 
(i) The Physiographic Units (PU) are identified and mapped over the full map extent; 
(ii) The PU are split up by the SMU boundaries in each one soil map that contributes to the 
combined soil map, through the operation PU2=PU∩SMU. The associated boundary 
uncertainty can be estimated through identifying the Area of Disagreement (AD), a positional 
accuracy measure. Alternatively, Epsilon Bands, a positional precision measure, are 
constructed and their area EBA is counted (section 2.2). 
(iii) The AD or EBA polygons are removed from the PU2 trough the operation 
PU3=PU2-(PU2∪[AD,EBA]) and the resulting polygons PU3 are joined at the map 
boundaries. 
(iv) After the combination of the soil maps, those polygons are selected from PU3 (PU4⊆PU3), 
that are again split up due to the SMU boundaries of the combined soil maps. These polygons 
PU4 are suspect. The precision measure Area of Logical Inconsistency (ALI) is then estimated 
by:  
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2.8 Lineage 
Lineage is a possible source of uncertainty, because it may involve that errors are introduced 
when integrating data from different sources, possibly of various ages. A well-known example is the 
lesser quality of positional data in older topographic maps and information systems, which influences 
the positional quality of (parts of) the soil map (e.g., Radoševic, 1979). Another example is the usage 
of recent, detailed soil maps to update parts of smaller-scale soil maps (e.g., Finke et al., 2004). The 
adaptation of updates from one data set to another leads to the problem of integration of 
heterogeneous data. If the data model of the different data sets is homogeneous, integration of the 
data is of a geometric nature. Else, a semantic integration must be done first to avoid faulty 
comparisons and subsequent logical inconsistencies. Walter and Frisch (1996) evaluate some 
statistical approaches towards this type of data integration and associated precision measures, but 
few methods to quantify the uncertainty effect of lineage seem to be existing. 
 
3. User Quality 
3.1 Attitudes towards uncertainty 
Uncertainty often causes dilemmas for the people who are exposed to it, especially when the 
uncertain data are to be used to support (the development of) policy. Policy makers and stakeholders 
then become users of uncertain data (and its interpretations). As such, they may experience both 
advantages (room for improvement, a bandwidth for making decisions and room for argumentation) 
and disadvantages (loss of public image and the risk to make wrong decisions) from uncertain data. 
All three types of users benefit by reduction of the disadvantages of uncertainty in the data (Table 2). It 
is therefore safe to assume that there will be broad support for activities reducing the disadvantages 
associated with uncertainty for all three types of users. Quantifying uncertainty is one of these 
activities, when it is done in such way, that it allows for the identification of the sources of uncertainty 
to be able to minimise uncertainty. This requests interaction between the data collectors and the data 
users (Figure 4). Also, uncertainty should be quantified in such manner, that it is useable for methods 
of decision making (e.g., Raiffa and Schlaifer, 2000). Finally, there is the issue of how to communicate 
uncertainty and associated risk to stakeholders (e.g., Gutteling and Wiegman, 1996) but this is 
considered beyond the scope of this paper. 
In the following sections, some examples will be given on the utilisation of uncertain soil- and 
landscape data in policy support studies. Focus will be on the description of uncertainty in an error 
model relevant to the application. Some of the example studies take the form of an uncertainty 
analysis. The necessary error model can be considered as the “minimum data set of uncertainty” for 
these example studies and may differ considerably from the intrinsic data quality measures described 
earlier as they serve a different purpose.  
 
3.2 An error model for evaluation studies using crisp thematic maps 
This example is taken from a study by Finke et al. (1999), in which the effect of errors in 
categorical data (i.e., the generalised soil and vegetation class maps of the EU) on the uncertainty of 
outcomes of a soil acidification model was analysed. A deposition scenario from the Netherlands 
environmental outlook (RIVM, 1997) was simulated. To assess the quality of the EU maps, highly 
detailed maps of soil and vegetation available for the Netherlands (NL) were used as ground truth.  
To quantify the degree of error within each EU-category, an indicator variable It,s  for NL soil-
vegetation class t within EU soil-vegetation class s was introduced: 
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where EU(x) is the soil and vegetation class at location x in the EU map and NL(x) is the ground truth 
according to the detailed map. The error model was defined as: 
a. The confusion matrix (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994) with the expectations of I for all combinations of 
t and s; 
b. The binominal variances s2(It,s(x)) associated with the cells in the confusion matrix; 
c. Fitted indicator variograms )(
,
h
stIγ , scaled so that the sill equals the binominal variance, for It,s(x) 
for all non-zero expectations of I in the confusion matrix. The incorporation of the spatial 
correlation of the error stemmed from the observation that misclassifications tend to appear in 
clusters.  
The analysis was part of an uncertainty analysis, which also included the effect of uncertainty in 
continuous data. Because the output of the involved model was known to respond non-linearly to its 
inputs, the uncertainty analysis was set up as a Monte Carlo analysis. This approach requires the 
generation of realisations of model inputs and the error model should allow for this to be done 
effectively. Thus, this study, reported in Kros et al. (1999), consisted of the following steps: 
1. 25 Realisations of the EU-map were obtained by sequential multiple indicator simulation 
(Goovaerts, 1997), using the indicator variograms and a stratification to EU-categories. 
2. For each one map realisation, 5 realisations of soil parameters and 5 realisations of vegetation 
parameters were simulated using nonconditional sequential multivariable Gaussian simulation 
(Pebesma and Wesseling, 1997). For the error model of these continuous data, reference is made 
to section 3.4. 
3. The acidification model was run on all 625 input data sets. 
4. The output uncertainty and the relative contributions caused by uncertainty in categorical data, soil 
parameters, vegetation parameters and an interaction term were quantified in a (nested) ANOVA. 
 
3.3 An error model for evaluation studies using fuzzy thematic maps 
This example is taken from a study by Gorsevski et al. (2003), in which a continuous landform 
classification by fuzzy k-means is combined with a Bayesian probabilistic modelling approach to obtain 
probabilistic landslide hazard maps. 
The Bayesian approach combines subjective probability with conditional probability. The 
subjective probability expresses the degree of belief in an event (i.e. the probability of occurrence of a 
landslide) and is usually called the prior. The conditional probability expresses the likelihood of the 
hypothesis to be true given the evidence (i.e. the probability of occurrence of a landslide given the 
fuzzy memberships). To calculate the probability of occurrence of a landslide at a location, the 
following equation applies: 
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where o indicates the occurrence of a landslide and f the set of memberships associated with the 
fuzzy clusters. P(o) is the prior probability for occurrence of a landslide, estimated by the counted 
occurrences of landslides. P(f|o) is the conditional probability of occurrence of a landslide given the 
fuzzy memberships, calculated from the relative frequency of association between occurrences of 
landslide locations and categorised membership values of the fuzzy k-means classes at the n 
locations (grid cells) for which the occurrence (or absence) of landslides is known: 
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predictor data sets. P(f) is calculated by 
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where a indicates the absence of a landslide and P(f|a) and P(a) are calculated analogously to P(f|o) 
and P(o) respectively. 
 
Combination of the above three equations leads to the equation for the Bayesian calculation: 
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The analyses comprised the following steps: 
1. Translation of the DEM into landslide-relevant environmental attributes and performing a fuzzy k-
means classification on training areas. Using the performance indicator FPI (Minasny and 
McBratney, 2000), the optimal number of classes was found; with this number of classes, the 
optimal fuzzy exponent φ was derived after Odeh et al. (1992) and the memberships at all grid 
cells of the DEM were calculated. 
2. Recording the occurrences of landslide as absence or presence at all grid cells of the DEM. 
3. Construction of an error model containing:  
a. Tabulated conditional probabilities of occurrence and absence (expressed as relative 
frequencies) for each one fuzzy cluster (subdivided in 10 membership subclasses 0-0.1, 0.1-
0.2, … 0.9-1.0).  
b. Prior probabilities of absence and occurrence of landslides 
c. Maps of the memberships of each one fuzzy class. 
4. Calculation at each one map pixel of the conditional probabilities based on components a and b of 
the error model. 
5. Calculation of the Bayesian probability of occurrence of landslides at each one map pixel, using 
equation 18. 
 
3.4 An error model for evaluation studies using (multiple) single value maps 
This example is taken from the same study by Kros et al. (1999) that was briefly described in 
section 3.3. Below, I focus on step 2 of the over-all procedure described in section 3.3. A commonly 
applied method to generate realisations of (multiple) single value maps (Gómez-Hernández and 
Journel, 1992) is that of joint sequential simulation of Gaussian fields. The necessary error model 
includes: 
a. For each parameter, possibly per stratum, the average value and the variogram. 
b. Between parameters, possibly per stratum, the cross-variograms. 
To reduce the calculation effort, before starting the simulations, the sensitive parameters were 
identified. Further simplifications comprised the reduction of the number of parameters that were 
supposedly correlated, and the assumption that cross-variograms would lack spatial structure so that 
the covariance would be a constant. 
 
4. Conclusive remarks 
Question 1: Do we expect modern predictive soil maps to be more accurate than conventional soil 
maps? 
- Yes, because the positional quality, currency and lineage of the data used to construct digital soil 
maps is better than that used to construct the conventional soil maps in the past. Additionally, the 
fact that precision measures come as by-products of many modern mapping methods allows for 
the optimisation of these methods. The circumstances are there to make better maps with less 
field effort, all though this advantage can be lost when too is much economised on the collection of 
ground truth data. The user of modern predictive soil maps may conclude from the simple 
presence of precision measures that quality of modern soil maps is less than that of conventional 
soil maps (because no quality indications were given with these maps). The importance of this 
aspect should not be neglected and requires communication to the users on quality aspects and 
on how to manage uncertainty in soil map applications.  
Question 2: Do we need new ways of assessing quality? 
- Work is needed on the assessment and improvement of uncertainty introduced by combining data 
from different surveys. There is a need to develop a framework for the harmonisation of soil maps. 
- The assessment of semantic quality of soil maps can be improved by including the taxonomic 
distance as weight in confusion matrices, such that misclassifications over taxonomically adjacent 
classes is less weighted. 
- The description of intrinsic quality is good for documenting and improving quality but may be 
insufficient to assess the user quality. Some standardisation in the description of quality in terms 
of uncertainty or error models is necessary, because it will help bridge the gap between data 
providers and data users. 
This paper has focused on the assessment of several aspects of quality, and on error models to utilise 
quality for users. It may leave the impression that modern mapping methods may improve quality while 
conventional soil maps will pass into oblivion. This is certainly not the case. Modern methods may and 
should be used to improve the quality of existent soil information systems in three ways:  
(1) updating (improving the currency); 
(2) upgrading (improving the completeness); 
(3) Corroboration (improving the positional and semantic quality and the logical consistency). 
Some experience with (1) and (2) exists (e.g., Finke et al., 2004). The toolbox for (3) is already well 
filled but applications seem yet to be absent. 
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Table 1 Similarity relations between components of uncertainty and data quality (Fisher, 2003). 
Uncertainty Data Quality 
- Positional Accuracy 
- Attribute Accuracy 
Error 
- Completeness 
Vagueness, Discord, Ambiguity Semantic Accuracy 
Error, Discord, Vagueness, Ambiguity Currency 
Discord Logical consistency 
? Lineage 
 
 
Table 2 Impacts of uncertain data on different groups of users. U=uncertainty. 
User Positive aspect Negative aspect User profits by: 
Researcher Window of improvement Damaged public 
image 
- quantification of U 
- identification of sources of U 
- minimising U  
Policy maker Window of decision Wrong decisions 
Damaged public 
image 
- quantification of U 
- minimising U 
- deciding in the presence of U 
- U or risk communication 
Stakeholder Window of argumentation Wrong decisions 
 
- quantification of U 
- deciding in the presence of U 
- U or risk communication 
 
 
Table 3 Confusion matrix with proportions of observations within c mapped classes i and 
ground truth classes j. 
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Figure captions 
 
Figure 1 Evolution of map quality parameters (ground water table class map 1:50,000, sheet 27 East, 
The Netherlands) for 10 consecutive years after an update, estimated with n=52-73 monitoring 
wells. 
Figure 2 Logical inconsistency in map generalisation 
Figure 3 WRB major soil group (source: http://eusoils.jrc.it/msapps/Soil/SoilDB/SoilDB.phtml) 
Figure 4 Uncertainty in the data collection and the data application domains. Dotted lines indicate 
interactions between the domains. 
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Figure 1 Evolution of map quality parameters (ground water table class map 1:50,000, sheet 27 
East, The Netherlands) for 10 consecutive years after an update, estimated with n=52-73 
monitoring wells.  
 Figure 2 Logical inconsistency in map generalisation. 
 Figure 3 WRB major soil group (source: http://eusoils.jrc.it/msapps/Soil/SoilDB/SoilDB.phtml). 
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Figure 4 Uncertainty in the data collection and the data application domains. Dotted lines 
indicate interactions between the domains. 
 
